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the participant who opened the hint gets a lower score than the
participant who did not open the hint.

Abstract― CTF is well-known for its approach to attracting
more students to the field of computer security. Competition in
the CTF can create competent and diverse cybersecurity
personnel. For this reason, computer security education for
high school students is becoming increasingly important. In this
paper, we describe our experiences in a second year of designing,
building, and running a CTF to provide effective computer
security education for middle and high school students. Our
CTF has three factors that observation on flag sharing,
providing two hints, and adjusting difficulty levels of challenge.
In order to verify the validity of the designed CTF, we ran a CTF
for 87 students in middle and high school in 2017 and 2018. Then
we analyzed the above three factors based on the collected data.
Keywords―Capture the Flag, Education, Cyber Security
I.

Introduction

Capture The Flag (CTF) is well-known for its approach to
attracting more students to the field of computer security [1, 2,
3, 4, 5]. Competition in the CTF can create competent and
diverse cybersecurity personnel [6]. For this reason, computer
security education for high school students is becoming
increasingly important [7].
We designed CTF to provide effective computer security
education for middle and high school students. Our CTF is a
Jeopardy style competition that solves the challenge to obtain
the flag and authenticates the flag to score points [8]. Because
the online competition is easy for beginners to access [9], we
have adopted the online CTF competition. Each challenge has
the same flag. Because of this, it is possible to share the flag
obtained by other teams and to submit it. We designed the coin
system to observe such flag sharing. To access each challenge,
participants must open the challenge of paying coin and
participants cannot submit a flag for a challenge that is not
open. When attempting flag sharing to submit the correct flag
of a challenge that is not open, the corresponding behavior is
logged.
We provide two hints to each challenge to assist beginners
in resolving the challenge. Providing hints is not a new idea
[10], but we do not offer hints without restriction. The initial
hint is locked, and you can open it if you want support for the
challenge. Even if a flag is submitted for the same challenge,

(a)

CTF in 2017

(b)

CTF in 2018

Fig. 1. CTF for Middle and High School Students in 2017 and 2018

It is also important to look for a good way to involve
beginners in the CTF [10, 11, 12]. However, because of the
difficulty levels that does not care about beginners, beginners'
access to CTF is limited. To mitigate entry barriers to CTF,
we provide challenges of suitable difficulty levels that
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participants with insufficient security knowledge can address.
Each challenge was configured so that it could be solved
without using a tool as much as possible. In addition, in some
cases it is necessary to use a tool, we have provided tools to
help participants solve the challenge.
In this paper, we analyze the collected data to check the
validity of the designed CTF. We ran our CTF for middle and
high school students for two years as shown in Fig 1. Our CTF
has three factors that observation on flag sharing, providing
two hints, and adjusting difficulty levels of challenge.
The compositions of this paper are as follows. In Section
2, we describe the three factors of the CTF that we designed,
built and ran. Section 3 describes the data analysis results
collected to verify the validity of each factor. Finally, Section
4 describes the conclusion.
II.

lock state and participants can open the hint if participants
need help with the challenge resolution. However, it is not fair
that participants who open the hint and those who do not open
the hint get the same score. Thus, even if the same challenge
is resolved, the participant who opened the hint is scored lower
than the participant who did not open the hint. Also,
participants who open both hints get lower scores than
participants who open one hint.
C. Adjust Difficulty Levels of Challenge
Depending on the difficulty levels of the challenge in the
CTF, beginners are greatly affected. Therefore, we provide
challenges that adequately includes the level of difficulty to
solve even those who do not have knowledge of security. In
order to lower the entry barriers to CTF, each challenge was
configured so that it could be solved without the use of tools.
However, the challenge was also created that requires the use
of a tool to form an appropriate level of difficulty. Therefore,
when it is necessary to use a tool inevitably, we tried to solve
the difficulty of solving the challenge by providing the
corresponding tool. The difficulty levels of challenge were
classified into three (easy, medium, hard). Overall, about fourfifths of the security challenges were easy and medium.

CTF System for Middle and High School Students

This section describes the Jeopardy type CTFs held in
2017 and 2018. Our CTF has three factors: coin system for
observing flag sharing, two hints for supporting challenge
resolution, and adjusting difficulty levels of challenge. Our
CTF designed to effectively educate computer security for
beginners who do not have a high level of security knowledge.

III.

Lessons Learned

To validate the designed CTF, we ran our CTF for 87
middle and high school students in 2017 and 2018. They
studied computer security theory and practice in advance. The
goal of the designed CTF is to learn by themselves and to gain
knowledge of security techniques.
A. Flag Sharing Problem
By including the coin system for observing the flag
sharing in the CTF, we were able to collect data on flag
sharing. Analysis of data collected from two CTFs resulted in
flag sharing. As shown in Table I, submissions through flag
sharing occurred 9 times in 2017 and 100 times in 2018. The
number of students who submitted the shared flag was 4 out
of 87(4.59%) in 2017, and 18 out of 87(20.68%) in 2018.
According to the analysis results, flag sharing occurred in the
CTF, and the number is never small. We want participants to
learn and accomplish themselves through the CTF, but there
are participants who try to solve the challenge using the wrong
way. In addition, the occurrence of flag sharing in CTFs where
fair competition is important should never be interpreted
lightly and the Organizer should consider measures to prevent
it.

Fig. 2. Our CTF System

A. Coin System
Coin system can observe flag sharing, which share the flag
obtained by other teams and submit it. The coin is a virtual
currency that must be paid to access each challenge in our CTF.
Participants must access the challenge in order to get scores
by submitting a flag. In addition, Participants must pay a coin
to access the challenge as shown in Fig 2. The participant
cannot solve the challenge because he cannot access the
challenge if he does not pay a coin. You pay only once for
each challenge, and the number of coins to pay per difficulty
levels is different. If the correct flag of the challenge that did
not pay the coin is submitted, the behavior is to be logged, the
submission fails, and scores are not acquired. However, this
method has the limitation that it cannot observe flag sharing
of a challenge that has already been paid.

TABLE I. Flag Sharing Try Count and Number of Malicious Participants in
2017 and 2018
year
ctf_2017
ctf_2018

Flag Sharing Try
Count
9
100

Number of Malicious
Participants
4(4.59%)
18(20.68%)

B. Low Practicality of Hint
The participants were given two hints to support the
challenge solution. To verify the validity of the hint, data were
collected at opening the hint in each challenge. We analyzed
whether the challenge that hints were opened was resolved. As
a result of the analysis, the ratio of unresolved is 75.5% in
2017 and 75.6% in 2018. These results indicate that the hints
we provided were not useful to the participants. Although the

B. Provide two Hints
For each challenge, two hints written by the submitter are
provided to help solve the challenge. The initial hint is in the
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organizer provides hints to the participants from the
organizer's point of view to support the challenge resolution,
the hint may not actually be helpful. This indicates that there
is a difference of views on challenge between the organizer
and the participant. When producing hints, the organizer
should look at the challenge from the perspective of the
participant.

security interest. We designed a coin system to observe flag
sharing, provided beginners with hints to support the
challenge resolution, and adjusted difficulty levels of
challenge to ease entry barriers. In our CTF, flag sharing was
happening and the hints we provided were not conclusive to
the participants. Also, it was not possible to provide effective
security training to the participants with the challenge
difficulty levels adjustment mistake. We will strive to build a
CTF platform that enables effective security training through
the experience of such CTF operations.

C. High Score Deviation
We analyzed the final scores of the participants after the
competition to ensure that the difficulty levels of the challenge
were properly adjusted. The analysis method performed
Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test using the statistical
program SPSS 25.00. The hypotheses for the normal
distribution are as follows.
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H0: Participant scores follow a normal distribution
H1: Participant scores do not follow a normal distribution
The maximum number of points that can be obtained if all
the challenges are resolved is 7,000 in 2017 and 10,200 in
2018. As shown in Table II, the result of the competition was
794.94 on average in 2017 and 754.617 in standard deviation.
In 2018, the average was 1522.76 and the standard deviation
was 1604.081. In our CTF, both the 2017 and 2018 average
scores are very low compared to the total score, and the
standard deviation is high. When the standard deviation is 0,
it means that the scores of the participants are all the same,
and the larger the standard deviation, the more the scores are
away from the average. In addition, since the significance
level value is 0.000, which is less than 0.05, you can reject the
null hypothesis of following a normal distribution and draw
the conclusion that you do not follow a normal distribution.
Therefore, there is a large variation in scores among the
participants and a great difference in difficulty levels of
challenge per individual. The results confirm that the
difficulty levels of the challenge have not been properly
adjusted. All scores cannot be the same because of differences
in knowledge levels among participants. However, for
effective security education, it is necessary to reduce the score
difference between the participants through appropriate levels
of difficulty adjusting.
TABLE II. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Normality Test
N
Mean
Std. Deviation
Absolute
Most
Extreme
Positive
Differences
Negative
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Normal
Parameters

IV.

Score_2017
87
794.94
754.617
0.182
0.181
-0.146
0.182
0.000

Score_2018
87
1522.76
1604.081
0.232
0.232
-0.176
0.232
0.000

Conclusion

In this paper, we describe the CTF that was designed, built
and ran to effectively educate computer security and inspire
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